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Case Study



Problem Breakdown – Algebraic Approach
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𝑑𝑎𝑦
= ሾ
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%𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑎𝑣𝑔. 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + ሺ

ሻ

𝑎𝑣𝑔. 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑓𝑒𝑒/𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 − 𝑎𝑣𝑔. 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡/

𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 × #
𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
× #ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 (Demand Side)

= ሾ
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%𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑎𝑣𝑔. 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + ሺ

ሻ

𝑎𝑣𝑔. 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑓𝑒𝑒/𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 − 𝑎𝑣𝑔. 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡/

𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 × ሾ
#𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑆𝑅𝑂

𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑆𝑅𝑂
+ 

#𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑀𝑅𝑂

𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑀𝑅𝑂
]       (Supply Side)

The above structure is MECE. So, we will take this as our baseline.



Overall Opportunity & Competition

1.5 million deliveries/ day 500 cities
50 million households 

market size
3% market penetration

Assumption 1: MRO will not increase number of cities, but has the potential to increase market 
adoption by 0.1%. This implies that #households can go up by 1%.

Assumption 2: Even though avg. delivery fee will go up in MRO, the final commission to Twiggy 
(avg. delivery fee – avg. partner payout) will more or less remain the same. 

Conclusion: If MRO does not cannibalize on orders/household (demand side) and if the increased order value 
compensates for higher delivery time  (supply side), then a potential 1% increase in revenue makes this a 

worthy attempt.



Analysis

Assumption: No increase in acquisition, first only test in existing set of customers. Also, no 
increase in delivery partners, first only test in existing set of delivery partners.
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Case 2 is ideal circumstance (in equilibrium) , but in pilot program, either Case 1 or Case 3 will occur



Issue Trees

Attempting to 
reach Case 2

Internal 
Factors

External
Factors

Decrease 
Avg. time for 

delivery

Increase 
#orders/hou

sehold

Optimize routing/maps algo to take care of MRO

Incentivize families to do MRO when absolutely necessary

Create checkpoints where riders can drop-off food for other riders to pick up

Decrease waiting times at restaurants by putting a time limit 

Incentivize drivers to do both SRO and MRO deliveries

Restrict the restaurant combinations for a MRO delivery according to location 

Putting a minimum limit to price of an item in MRO order

Giving MRO option only as a Premium feature

Increasing #households by marketing

Increasing #delivery partners



Once Case 2 is achieved, we can focus on acquiring more #households, and increasing 
#delivery partners, if necessary

# of 
households/
Avg. Time of 
MRO 
delivery

Time

Revenue 
increase

Bad 
customer 
experience 

Good 
customer 
experience

Revenue 
decrease

After reaching optimal point, we need to start increasing # of delivery partners to maintain good 
customer experience. Thus, the  metric # of MRO households/Avg. Time of MRO delivery is very 

important to track.



Customer Segmentation

To think about doing a pilot run and launch program, we need to build a target 
customer segment

Goals

Increase Revenue/day

# of households

# orders/household

Maintain customer experience
# delivery partners

avg. time of delivery

Fix #orders/household                                        (by targeting one or two member households)

Fix #delivery partners                                          (by targeting Tier 2 cities with medium demand)

Fix avg. time of delivery (by targeting audience which is not highly time sensitive)  

Tier 2 cities 
Per capita income Rs 25k – Rs 

35k per month 
One or two member households 25-35 years old

Modified goal is to increase # of households in this segment by 1%.



Launch Plan

Product

Placement

Promotion

Pricing

Make MRO feature prominent as a separate section on homepage 

Make it easy for user to discover MRO feature when ordering

For existing users, limit #MRO orders per day 

For existing users, allow MRO in premium beyond certain number of orders

Figure out the right way to market to Tier 2 cities, with max two household owners, with per capita 
income of Rs 25k-35k per month (Google Ads, Facebook Ads, Youtube Ads) 

Segment existing set of customers and give them push notifications regarding the feature

Offline Banners regarding the new feature in the correct regions will help

Regular push notifications regarding the new feature

In-app reminders during the full user journey – entering the app, while shortlisting restaurants, 
checkout etc.

Free feature initially for targeted user segment

Keep adjusting delivery price as a parameter to figure out the optimal price



Sample Wireframes

Top Picks for You (MRO)

Top Picks for You (SRO)
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Koramangala, 2 kms

4.3     25 mins      MRO

60% off upto Rs 120

The Grub Hub

Koramangala, 3 kms

4.2     25 mins      MRO

50% off upto Rs 120

Burger King

Koramangala, 5 kms

4.3     25 mins      SRO

40% off upto Rs 100



Summary

Breakdown by Equation 
(to increase revenue)

Estimating Opportunity based on 
important variables in equation

Identifying set of variables to be 
kept constant and which to lever

Building issue tree for ways to keep 
some variable constant

Identifying final modified goal based 
on remaining variables & 

segmenting users accordingly

Creating wireframes & launch plan 
for the pilot
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